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Polling Question #1

How would you describe the flow of your financial close process?

A. Very connected

B. Somewhat connected

C. Somewhat disconnected

D. Very disconnected



Pain Translates to Risk



The Financial Close Process

Majority of 
innovation and 

billions of dollars 
of annual 

investment

Innovation &
investment

Visibility 
& risk

"The most visible aspect of any financial 
or digital transformation remains largely 

manual and risk-laden."



• Manual work and reviews
• Number of data sources
• Data handoffs between people and 

systems
• Number of people touching the process
• Manual inputs
• Version control issues
• Duplicative analysis 

Reporting risks
Compliance risks

Strategic risks
Operational risks
Reputational risks

Sources of Risk



Polling Question #2

What is your top concern about your current financial close process?

A. Turnaround times

B. Manual tasks

C. Accessing data

D. Consolidation errors

E. Input errors

F. Version control

G. Lack of visibility



Financial Close Maturity Model
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5 Best Practices



1. Map your process from start to finish
• Establish the actions, people, and technologies in every step
• Understand the flow of data from start to finish

2. Perform routine self-assessments
• Conduct post-mortem reviews after completing each cycle
• Determine what went well and what didn’t
• Look for the opportunity

3. Set clear targets for improvement
• Pinpoint areas your organization can focus on to drive improvement
• Designate the owners who will lead this improvement
• Check and communicate progress often

4. Execute on process improvement

1. Identify Opportunities for Improvement



What’s the pain?

• Delays in compiling data 

• Inconsistency due to multiple data sources

• Inefficiency when multiple analysts prepare similar data sets

Best practices:

1. Establish ownership: Identify one or a few individuals as the data owners

2. Develop a format: Create structured data files that can be shared easily across collaborators, analyses

3. Standardize distribution: Set a schedule for updating and distributing data files

2. Streamline Data Preparation



What’s the pain?

• Inaccuracy from disparate, disconnected analysis

• Risk of error due to version control, managing multiple files

• Limited time to meet tight deadlines

Best practices:

1. Centralize analysis: Unify people, data, and processes by consolidating dependent analyses into 
centralized “critical” spreadsheets

2. Link related analysis: Leverage linking capabilities to connect dependent analysis across a spreadsheet

3. Leverage technology: Cloud-based tools drastically simplify the centralization of analysis

3. Centralize Analysis



What’s the pain?

• Discrepancies between disconnected organization reports

• Input errors when copying analysis to reports

• High level of manual work to build reports

Best practices:

1. Create a checklist: Track progress toward completion on steps for analysis and reporting

2. Identify an owner: Identify one person to manage and monitor progress on the checklist

3. Structured quality assurance: Define structure to reconcile reports

4. Connect Your Reports



Polling Question #3

How would you describe the way your teams currently
collaborates on reports?

A. Very connected

B. Somewhat connected

C. Somewhat disconnected

D. Very disconnected



5. Leverage the Right Technology
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1. Identify opportunities
2. Streamline data preparation
3. Centralize analysis
4. Connect your reports
5. Leverage the right technology

Let’s Review



Polling Question #4

Does your organization have plans for financial transformation
outside of the accounting close?

A. Currently undergoing transformation

B. Plans in the next year

C. Plans beyond 1 year

D. No plans
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The Modern Financial Close Process
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Workiva Streamlines Financial Close Reporting

Data connectivity Collaboration Audit trail Ease of use
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Questions?
webinars@workiva.com



About WorkOps

• WorkOps Consulting is a certified Workiva partner firm based in Toronto, Canada serving 
reporting issuers and private organizations throughout North America.

• We specialize in basic and advanced Wdesk support, accounting advisory and best 
practices in financial and management reporting.

• Our CPA consultants each have extensive finance and reporting experience that enable 
us to address the many challenges faced by CFO and corporate controller offices in the 
last mile of finance. 

• Together with Workiva, WorkOps creates intelligent Wdesk reporting models that 
empower teams, reshape the finance workflow and provide teams the opportunity to 
enhance, scale and optimize all aspects of their financial reporting.




